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Foreword
The aim of this special issue is to present the state of the art of research in the
area of languages and semantics for Coordination. The term \Coordination" is used to
denote computation models which emphasise a clear separation between the description
of individual components and their interaction in the overall architecture of a software
system. As mentioned in the rst paper by M.M. Bonsangue et al., \coordination
languages can be classied as either data-oriented or control-oriented". The languages
in the rst category communicate through a shared data space or multiset. They are
descendants of Linda, Unity or Gamma. The second category is related to process
calculi such as CCS or the -calculus. Both types of languages are represented in this
volume, together with one proposal (the Klaim language, presented in the last paper,
by R. De Nicola et al.) which includes features of both categories. A major trend in the
current research on coordination is to associate data and computations to locations and
to take into account the possibility of mobility between locations. This trend, which
is justied by the development of the internet and the emergence of strong needs for
mobile computing, is also well represented in this issue.
The rst paper by M.M. Bonsangue et al. presents the semantics of a control-driven
coordination language called MANIFOLD. MANIFOLD is interesting per se because it is a
self-contained coordination language, as opposed to a language extension. The denition
of its semantics as a multi-level transition system is another major contribution of this
paper because it suggests a methodology that is applicable to a wide spectrum of
coordination languages.
The next three papers fall into the data-driven model category. The paper by N.
Busi et al. sheds new light on the semantics of coordination languages based on Linda.
It studies three possible semantics of the output operation in a Linda-like language,
shows that the three congruences obtained are dierent and concludes with a strict
expressiveness hierarchy among the three semantics.
The paper by E. J. Hedman et al. presents a new form of action systems (which are
related to Unity and Gamma) for coordination. Actions can be composed in parallel
with priorities, and special action systems with higher priority can be dened to enforce
coordination. Last but not the least, the paper presents a renement calculus with
specic strategies, which makes it possible to derive from an initial specication a
system consisting of a coordinator and a collection of coordinated entities.
The paper by S. Jagannathan describes a new language and coordination model
based on the integration into a simple untyped -calculus of an address space with the
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associated operations (such as the creation of a new thread on a given address space).
The other contribution of the paper is a semantics dened in terms of continuations,
which leads to a new style of coordination model called communication-passing style.
The modelling of mobility is the main goal of the three last papers. Apart from the
necessity to introduce locations as rst class entities, mobility also introduces new and
challenging problems such as the detection of failures or breaches of security. The paper
by R. Amadio presents a model based on a fragment of the -calculus enriched with
the following features: the explicit distribution of processes to locations, the routing
of messages, the mobility of processes and the failure of locations. It provides both
a formalisation of these features and original methods to reason about bisimilarity of
processes in this calculus.
The last two papers address security issues in the context of mobile code. L. Cardelli
and A. D. Gordon’s paper introduces the notion of ambient which is a collection of
local agents with a name and a boundary. Ambients can be nested within other ambients
and can move. Process mobility is represented as crossing of boundaries and security
is related to the ability or inability to cross boundaries. This calculus, which is dened
formally using an operational semantics, opens new perspectives for reasoning about
mobility and security.
The paper by R. De Nicola et al. takes a dierent approach to tackle the problem of
detecting access right violations of mobile agents. The idea is to use types to describe
the intentions (read, write, execute,   ) of processes relative to the localities with
which they are willing to interact, or to which they want to migrate. A type system is
proposed to check that the processes comply with the declared intentions.
The papers of this special issue have two origins. Some of them were submitted by
selected authors of the COORDINATION’97 conference in Berlin. Others were written es-
pecially for this issue. In both cases submissions were subjected to the usual reviewing
process with each paper reviewed at least twice by three referees or more. We would
like to take the opportunity to thank the referees for their insightful and constructive
comments. Their help was invaluable in putting together this special issue. Last but
not the least, Maurice Nivat has our gratitude for entrusting this special issue to us.
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